
Math 2110-003 Worksheet 16.5 Name: Due: 11/22/2017

Curl and divergence

1. For each of the following, either compute the expression or explain why it doesn’t make sense (i.e. is
not defined). Assume that fpx, y, zq “ x2y ` xz ´ 1 and F “ xz, x, yy.

For example, we can say div f does not make sense as div is an operation defined on vector fields, not
scalar functions.

(a) div pcurl fq

(b) div pcurlFq

(c) curl pdivFq

(d) curl pdiv fq

(e) div pdivFq

(f) ∇f ‚F

(g) curl p∇fq
(h) curlF` divF

(i) div p∇f ` Fq

2. Using the same scalar function fpx, y, zq and vector field F “ xz, x, yy given above, evaluate each of
the following expressions. You may use the fundamental theorem for line integrals or Green’s theorem
if they apply.

Hint: They will in all but one case.

(a)

ż

C1

curlF ‚ dr where C1 is the line segment from p´1, 3, 5q to p3,´1,´2q.

(b)

ż

C2

∇f ‚ dr where C2 is the portion of the parabola given by rptq “ xt2, t, 3ty with ´1 ď t ď 1.

(c)

ż

C3

divFds where C3 is the curve given by rptq “ xet
2

, lnpt3 ` 1q, 1y with t P r0, 5s.

(d)

ż

C4

curlF ‚ dr where C4 is the ellipse given by rptq “ xcos t, sin t, cos ty with t P r0, 2πs.

3. Optional: Assuming the appropriate partial derivatives exist and are continuous for a scalar function
f and vector field F “ xP,Q,Ry show that div and curl satisfy familiar rules of differentiation.

(a) Prove div pfFq “ fdivF` F ‚∇f .

(b) Prove curl pfFq “ fcurlF` p∇fq ˆ F.

4. Optional: Assuming the continuity of the appropriate partial derivatives, we have seen that all vector
fields of the form F “ ∇g satisfy the equation curlF “ 0 and that vector fiels of the form F “ curlG
satisfy the equation divF “ 0. This suggests the question:

are there any equations that all functions of the form f “ divG must satisfy?

Show the answer to this question is “No.” by proving that every continuous function on R3 is the
divergence of some vector field.

Hint: If gpx, y, zq “

ż x

0

fpt, y, zq dt then what is
Bg

Bx
?
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